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Topic      Link between Value and Topic Value References in Bible, EGW or Other

pitch Keeping the highs and lows of sounds on true pitch is like Self-control Gen.39-42 Joseph, from prison to palace.
keeping the highs and lows of your life true to Jesus

tones a careful selections of tones is sweet to the ear as a good kind Proverbs 25:11
choice of words is to the soul

  Note durations notes and rests determines the progress of the music as praying and perseverance Gen 6:13-8:14 Noah, 120 yrs; 40 da. rain
waiting determine the progress of the soul 7 da before rain, 120 da wait for dry land

dynamics dynamic contrasts is one of the expressive elements of music as self-control Proverbs 16:32

self-control is one of the expressive elements of the Christian life
timbre a musician is recognized by the quality of the voice so a Christian kind 1 Peter 3:8

is recognized by the quality of character
sound exploration as organized sound can create music rather than noise so careful Christian behavior 1 Corinthians 10:13

choosing creates a Christian lifestyle.
rhythm as the flow of movement is heard and felt by the use of different Salvation 1 Peter 1:16,  8T234

meters so the restoration of the image of God is made by
different experiences in the walk with God

melody the melody lingers on as unselfish actions are most remembered selflessness Abraham letting Lot take his choice of land
practice prepare for performance; practice the Christian lifestyle  insisting on excellence Exodus 39:42, 43; 7T127

 excellence
embellishment makes for more beautiful music; as kindness is a blessing to people kindness Eph.4:32
orchestration every person has a part to play for beautiful music so in the church cooperation Eph.4:12

 body, each member plays a part.
transformation gives new range to singer; forgiveness of God gives new range to repentance 2 Cor.5:17

spiritual life
transcend sharps and flats may hurt and discourage but focus raises above excellence Genesis 6:22

the norm
harmony integrating toward beautiful music as people of different cultures Adapting Acts 17:26

integrate to share  Jesus
originality we can create new works and we can think new thoughts adaptable Hebrews 10:20
composition as composing makes the music, so experiences of faith makes Responsible Hebrews 11

the Christian
tuning instruments need regular tuning, so do we worship, devotion Daniel 6:3
message notes are neutral, the arrangement makes the message; Christian 2 Corinthians 3:18

sum total of life is the message behavior
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Help the student identify virtues and adopt values by showing links between the subject area and virtues.
The teacher may consider the REBIRTH chart of virtues (see Appendix C) to help select values that may have links to this subject.
See  examples below.  See Appendix A for a blank form for the teacher to duplicate.


